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Hypothesis 

• The anti-system populist radical 
movement in Latin America has had an 
impact on the security and defense sector 
that puts Latin America into the global 
strategic conflict. 
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Populism and Foreign Policy
“Soft” persuasion

• Venezuela
– Charismatic leadership 

pursuing an aggressive 
foreign policy

– Use oil wealth to leverage 
influence

– International institutions
– Economic statecraft 
– Diplomatic arrangements 
– Anti-imperialism and pan-

Americanism supporting 
Cuba Revolution

• Iran 
– Charismatic leadership 

pursuing an aggressive 
foreign policy

– Use oil wealth to leverage 
influence

– International institutions
– Economic statecraft 
– Diplomatic arrangements
– Anti-imperialism, Support 

for Islamic jihad, Hamas in 
Palestine, and Hezbollah in 
Lebanon 



Populism and Foreign Policy
“Soft” persuasion

• Chavez’s initiative, the 
Bolivarian Alternative for the 
Americas (ALBA)

• Supporting the Union of South 
American Nations (UNASUR)

• PetroSur and PetroCaribe 
seek to assure a steady flow of 
oil in the region at discounted 
pricing

• Oil project with Brazil, 
Colombia, Ecuador etc.,

• Establishing Bank of the South 
replacing IMF 

• Trade relations with Middle 
East, the Far East, and Russia 

• Iran-Venezuela potential 
nuclear agreement (civilian 
use)  

• Ahmadinejad chooses a more 
aggressive foreign policy

• Pan-Islamic ideology with its 
populist, anti-imperialist and 
world solidarity initiatives 

• Resumed the enrichment of 
uranium 

• Iran building “petro-alliances”
China, India, Pakistan, Syria, 
and Venezuela

• Increasing ties with Venezuela, 
Nicaragua, Ecuador, Bolivia, 
and, Brazil 

• Iran-Russia partnership 
responsible for half of the 
world’s gas production and 
export 

• Iran-Russia nuclear agreement   



The Emerging Anti-system Alliance  

• Populism: totalitarian, repressive, irresponsible, 
undemocratic and expansive

• Islamic reform and opening movement: 
vanguard of terror, wrapped in silk of exquisite 
manner

• Political correctness, self censorship and 
anesthetized the Western leaders and  
democracies, allowing the violent populist, anti-
globalization activists and Islamists to penetrate 
Western societies 



Background
• 1970s and 1980s official visits and meetings of 

Venezuelan conspirators to Libya and Iraq
• 2000 OPEC heads of state summit in Venezuela 

new strategy using oil as a strategic weapon 
supported by Iran

• Revolutionary energy triangle (Cuba, Venezuela-
Bolivia) (revolution, oil and gas)

• Year 2005 "International Forum of Revolutionary 
Countries of the South" anti-imperialist position 
and creation of the educational exchange 
between Iran and Venezuela 



Background
• Venezuela develops nuclear arms race based 

on "asymmetric warfare" (purchase of Russian 
weapons systems)

• BBC reports Venezuela-Iran agreement for the 
purchase of a nuclear reactor for electricity and 
medical use denied by both countries in 2005
Venezuela reports that Iran is ready to work with 
nuclear energy when asked in 2006

• Chavez's visit to Syria and signing of 11 
cooperation agreements in 2006 associated with 
the visit to the world tour for position in the 
Security Council of the UN 



Iran-Venezuela relationship 
increased

• Ahmadinejad visits to Venezuela building fund of 
$ 2,000 million for development projects in both 
countries (18/9/2006)

• Year 2007 start of direct flights Caracas-
Damascus-Tehran at competitive prices but 
without passengers

• Ahmadinejad visits to Nicaragua, Bolivia, 
Ecuador and Brazil. Trade agreements, energy, 
financial, and educational

• The 5th visit by Chavez to Iran and a total of 164 
cooperation agreements signed and an 
additional group pending for the signature 



Iran-Venezuela relationship 
increased

• Venezuela and Iran have over 200 
agreements, with some being confidential, 
associated with energy projects and 
security (if Iran is attacked, Venezuela is 
considered attacked) words of Chavez in 
Tehran in 2007

• Venezuela, Cuba and Syria supported 
Iran's nuclear program at the U.N.  



What is Iran looking for in
Latin America?

External strategy:
Support to fend off the demands of U.S. and 
Europe over the nuclear program in 2006 
(international isolation)
Counter the U.S. in its area of influence creating 
instability in governments allied to Washington.
Internal Strategy:
Iran's government is falling in popularity, its 
legitimacy is affected; the idea is presented that 
Ahmadinejad is a hero in other countries 
working with allies and friends (Iran is not 
isolated) 



What is Iran looking in Latin 
America?

• Use of Venezuela and Nicaragua to infiltrate 
Iranian agents who support terrorist groups 
associated with Hezbollah in other countries.

• The involvement of Latin America in the Iran-US 
conflict is a dangerous game for the countries of 
the region.

• Supporting a Venezuelan nuclear program, this 
is part of a multi polar world with mid-level 
nuclear powers (10-15 years program) 



What is Iran looking in Latin 
America?

• Iran has refused to cooperate with 
Argentina in the investigation of the 
terrorist attack  to the Jewish Community 
Center in Buenos Aires

• Addressing the isolation imposed by the 
international community taking advantage 
of the absence of the U.S. agenda in the 
region particularly after September 11th 



Conclusions 
• The populist, anti-imperialist foreign policy 

of Venezuela and Iran are designed to 
galvanize nationalism and serve the 
domestic agenda of mass mobilization and 
power consolidation 

• It has been more effective in Venezuela 
than in Iran

• Pushing back against US influence in Latin 
America/Middle East



Conclusions 

• Venezuela and Iran have opted for a 
regional integration model and have 
utilized economic soft balancing measures

• Both countries no longer willing to play the 
role of an inferior client state, they resist 
the global hegemonic power of the U.S. 

• Petro-alliance and expanding energy trade 
ties regionally and internationally to 
counter Washington’s hegemonic agenda  



Conclusions 
• If the oil-based alliance can be sustained, it 

could potentially signal the emergence of a new 
multi polarity in global politics.

• “Soft” persuasion strategies depend heavily on 
high oil prices and the ability to manage oil 
revenues wisely. 

• Their success depends on the willingness of 
other countries (Brazil and Saudi Arabia) to 
support the enhanced roles that Venezuela and 
Iran wish to play. 

• Political and sectarian divisions in the Sunni 
dominated Middle East are key factors for the 
regional ambitions of the Shi’a state of Iran.    



Potential trade of Plutonium



FARC-Hezbollah Association
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